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Abstract

Governing a country includes a set of decentralised processes. Moreover, in the unions of countries with integrated economic space, the decentralisation issue gains the attention. The most known examples of federated governments are two of the biggest world economies: the United States of America and the European Union. The decentralisation is even more significant when considering resources for businesses. Specifically the workforce, the land and the infrastructure are commonly managed at the local or the sub-local level. The paper addresses the issues concerning citizens’ mobility (both for personal and professional purposes) and businesses’ pan-European operations.

Application of autonomous software agents to aid cross-border businesses operations and citizens movements is addressed. The paper presents the possibility of making citizens’ movements smoother and involving less paperwork. To support these ideas, the foundations and conclusions from Infocitizen initiative are introduced.

In the conclusions of the paper, it is suggested that the agent-based technology for opening agents-ready virtual offices by agencies at all levels of government should be used. It would benefit the users if they were allowed to set up software agents to act on their behalf and to search all possible locations in order to find required resources. The mentioned task would be impossible or extremely resource-consuming when done manually.

1. Introduction

The purpose of the Lisbon Strategy, drawn up by the European Union (EU), is to make European economy the world’s most competitive economy in terms of innovation, social inclusion, liberalisation and enterprise environment. The competitiveness of the EU is still behind the world’s most developed economies which are the USA and a group of “Asian tigers”: Japan, Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea, Singapore and Taiwan. In 2006 the EU average indicators were still far behind the leaders in the vast majority of analysed categories. To face that challenge, in February 2005 the Lisbon Strategy was re-launched with
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new guidelines. The “Working together for growth and jobs” [1] strategy directs the main effort of the EU to make Europe a more attractive place to invest and work. To achieve that goal the EU needs to improve regulations and create a consistent single market without any obstacles. Switching to the common currency of European countries – was the first step in creating an integrated market covering the whole continent. Moreover, the consistency of law systems and freedom of operations is considered as the main factor which decides about the openness of the market. Additionally, an attractive place for jobs requires assuring the unrestricted mobility of the workforce. Unfortunately, the European market’s openness is far behind the traditional freedom of market in the USA, where all 50 states, which can be perceived as analogical to 29 European Economic Area countries, are under the single federal jurisdiction, use the same currency and speak the same language.

Achieving business’ and citizens’ mobility comparable to the USA is a challenge for European countries. To provide such functionality and to protect countries’ sovereignty at the same time, governments and administration structures of all countries must closely cooperate. However, the cooperation and fast as well as errorless information exchange would not be possible without applying advanced Information Technology (IT) solutions. Moreover, competing with the USA in the field of becoming the most competitive knowledge based economy of the world is possible only when the integration level of IT infrastructures of all member states will be sufficiently high [1,2].

Usefulness of IT in supporting administrative tasks is closely bonded with citizens’ ability to deal with e-solutions. In the last years citizens e-literacy is growing up around the world. Applying electronic solutions requires citizens to put more trust in their governments, on the other hand IT solutions give more control over the government’s actions to citizens. The efficiency of the e-Government can be improved by raising the overall level of education and computer literacy as well as with the development of the appropriate infrastructure [3].

2. Decentralisation of the government

Decentralising government competences arises from the European Treaty and is aligned with the European Union’s strategy. A country’s law shall guarantee local governments all means necessary to perform their duties. The preamble of the European Charter of Local Self-Governments [4] states: “Considering that the local authorities are one of the main foundations of any democratic regime; Considering that the right of citizens to participate in the conduct of public affairs is one of the democratic principles that are shared by all member States of the Council of Europe; Considering that it is at the local level that this right
can be most directly exercised; “\(^1\). The document was ratified by 43 countries at the end of the year 2007\(^2\).

Reorganisation of a country’s administrative structure from the central managed structure into the self-governed one was done in Poland in the beginning of democratic reforms. The reorganisation is considered successful and it improved Poland’s management especially in the area of European financial aid, which became noticeable shortly before and after accession of Poland to the EU. Local governments improved the success ratio in accepting EU Structural and Consistency Funds.

In the EU the companies are not the only ones who compete between each other. Public agencies, governments, regions, cities compete as well. On the other hand, when a country enters the EU structures, it is bonded by a new set of regulations. Government institutions at the same time compete and cooperate with those in the entire Europe \([5]\).

Moreover, the increased competition between regions is accompanied by the increased mobility of citizens and businesses. Mobile workers are willing to travel to any place to get their dream job. The mobility is embraced by the European Union as a factor which improves the joint European economy’s competitiveness. Therefore new services required by citizens and existing services should respond to the increased mobility of citizens. The main issue of citizens’ migrations is lack of consistent information exchange architecture/infrastructure. Institutions use their own systems, which are often incompatible within one country not to mention automated cross-border information exchange. Removing physical borders (on 21.12.2007 the Schengen zone grew to 22 countries) is not accompanied by removing administrative ones.

Centralisation of administrative tasks is impossible from the technological and organisational points of view. Furthermore, it is against the European philosophy of moving the governance closer to people. Finally, centralisation of some tasks can be considered as an attempt on a country’s sovereignty. Hence, other means of providing citizens with consistent European-wide administration shall be developed. European countries which reached some advance in developing the e-Government infrastructure developed sets of best practices and interoperability frameworks for that area. These attempts were noticed by the European community and the European Interoperability Framework \([6]\) was created.

Introducing e-Government initiatives at the local level shifts the power from public managers to citizens and businesses. The approach presented in \([7]\) suggests at first shaping e-government initiatives by public managers employed
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by government agencies and afterwards giving more control to local societies. The customers, in the case of the government – citizens and businesses, shall decide what level of technological advancement is necessary to achieve their goals. The paper warns against projecting citizens’ or businesses’ expectations directly on the e-Government structure. Their expectations can often have a very complex and indirect influence on desired e-Government functionalities.

3. Local resources for citizens and businesses

Each country possesses specific material and not material resources. There are various statistics of countries resources’ allocations, however, these statistics do not show the real availability of particular resources in particular places. The central government of a country is too far and too concerned with the big picture to micromanage resources at the local level. Making resources available to companies is the task of specialised government agencies, in the case of Poland these agencies are PAIIIZ\(^3\) (winning and supporting foreign investments) and PARP\(^4\) (supporting domestic small and medium enterprises). However, these agencies do not own any resources but they contact local governments to ask them for the availability of the resources. This approach makes the process less flexible and more time consuming. Electronic and automated workflow should be introduced to make providing potential investors with resources more efficient.

Despite the growing understanding of the role of the internet in the communication with businesses, using e-Government technologies as a competitive factor of regions is yet to be discovered. Local governments are closer to local societies and can listen to their needs. They also have access to more accurate information about the environment and available resources. The local government knows the detailed structure of the demographic profile of the society, therefore it can conclude what type of companies could benefit most for the region. For example, when the society is young and educated, the local administration should attract research facilities or high tech companies which can utilise locally available workforce.

The main driver of all businesses is to maximise the profit. Outsourcing of various processes gained significant attention in the last years. Companies are moving their production to countries where costs of manufacturing or providing services is lower. However, it is not rare that a cost-effective operation meets obstacles in the form of a huge amount of administrative paperwork to fulfil. Doing accounting for an investment in a foreign country often requires hiring a consulting company or funding a shell company in a target country. The
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additional effort is required because operations in every country are subjected to
different jurisdictions and are considered as separate ventures. The additional
paperwork creates additional costs.

The availability of government services in Internet evolves and can be
divided into phases starting with (1) an initial presence of an institution marked
by a simple website with basic information. In further stages the government
heads to (2) extending the presence by adding dynamic information, (3) adding
interactivity (downloadable forms, gathering feedback) and finally to (4) the
transactional level when citizens can use remote connection to initiate
transactions, which literally leads to a virtual visit to an institution’s branch by
interacting with its website. Advancing the interaction level between citizens and
the government is accompanied by integrating services from different levels of
the government (vertical integration) and by integrating complementary services
from different sources (horizontal integration). The final and the most evolved
level of the government is the full integration of all services at the country’s
level. In such a scenario a citizen can access all services from a single website
(one-stop-shop), where he or she uses a unique identification name and
password (single-log-on) to perform all operations regardless of their origin and
to have all fees put on a single consolidated bill. The information exchange
between all institutions is integrated both at the presentation layer (from the
citizen’s point of view) and at the business logic layer (from the institution’s
point of view) [7].

The issue which makes vertical integration more difficult is the slower
progress of the development of electronic services by authorities at the local
level. Even in countries with highly developed services at the country’s level,
the local level is strongly underdeveloped. The situation is better in bigger cities
which discovered the potential of electronic access channels earlier than smaller
communities. Furthermore, services for businesses tend to be developed in the
first place as the more friendly business environment gets more investments in
the region. Creating e-Government services at any level is a good start for the
propagation of the idea to other levels. Once citizens get acquainted with a
service in one institution, they will demand it from other agencies. The same rule
applies to agencies, when a decision maker sees how other agency benefits from
a particular service, he embraces creating the same service for his institution [7].

4. Applying software agents

4.1. The idea of an agent localising administration units

The software agents paradigm describes the approach to mobile computing,
where mobile code is executed on various host systems. The four main
characteristics of a software agent can be distinguished [8]:
– Intelligence – ability to adapt to changing working environment,
– Cooperative behaviour – negotiating and sharing knowledge with other agents,
– Autonomy – performing specified tasks without any interaction from the user,
– Mobility – ability to transfer to another host system.

More vague definitions describe agency and software agency as reacting to data received from sensors, acting on user’s behalf by software entities or acting independently in a dynamic environment [9].

Software agents are being applied to various operations which mainly include information gathering and filtering, and decision making. A carefully designed set of such actions creates an e-commerce flow, including: product brokering, merchant brokering, price negotiations and arranging additional services. The most common application of software agents is supporting Business-to-Customer (B2C) relations by providing customers with “shop bots” and “auction bots” (more in [10]). Although these solutions can be applied for Business-to-Business (B2B) relations as well, dealing with enterprise interaction requires more sophisticated tools. Multi-attribute and multi-subject auctions, contract negotiations and Supply Chain Management (SCM) require dedicated solutions to help companies with achieving the best return from each spent monetary unit. A distinguishable family of negotiating software agents was designed as the answer to businesses needs. The strongest advantage of using software agents, which are able to embed their code into a remote system, is the data mining ability [10].

Software agents can be applied to integrate government services both horizontally and vertically. The agent can localise the appropriate institution according to the given task and perform all the necessary information exchange with it. Moreover, the agent can design and execute automatically the whole chain of operations between multiple organisations to perform a cross-border operation.

An automated, distributed e-Government applications architecture was proposed in [11]. The architecture uses web services, workflow specifications and software agents to automate one of the Finnish government’s business processes. A certain level of flexibility is achieved by utilising Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) and the software agents technology. A software agent dynamically creates a workflow process for each service call using available services description. A different approach was suggested in [12], where the Web Digital Government (WebDG) Web Services Management System was introduced. The WebDG utilises a central repository architecture for government services. The system creates a dedicated service for each request
made by a citizen. The purpose of such an architecture is to achieve the highest Quality of Service (QoS).

Software agents can be applied to customised e-Government services where a set of user profiles is created and an agent associates a profile with a citizen requesting the service. Such an approach can be used to create personalised services for citizens. Such an approach should result in the gain of approval for the administration initiatives. The User Agent associated with a citizen makes an inquiry to the Service Manager Agent for services which may be interesting for the user associated with the User Agent. Services are chosen according to data in profiles stored in the User Profile Database. Profiles consist of demographic data [13].

4.2. The Infocitizen project

The unlimited mobility of people and businesses is one of the foundations of the EU. The Infocitizen project addresses that mobility in the area of peoples migrations. The purpose of the Infocitizen is to use software agents to perform all registration duties required during citizens’ migrations. The goal of the project is to allow citizens to contact only the office in the destination country, so he or she is not required to carry on any additional documents from his or her home country. The only document which is sufficient for all purposes is the identification card [14].

The described idea suits the EU policy of removing all barriers for the unrestricted mobility. With the Infocitizen project, all citizens can access any service concerning their registration duties from any place. The project consisted of designing a software agent architecture for local administrative units providing citizens’ registration services [14].

The unrestricted mobility is defined as an ability to perform all activities in any place within the EU, just as it would be done in the home country. All documentations related to citizens’ birth, changing marital status, birth of a child, adopting a child, registering a new residence, taking a job could be filled in any appropriate office participating in the information exchange (presumably any public service office in the EU).

The scope of the project covers providing services by public administration, requesting services by citizens and interaction between a citizen and public administration units. The whole process is coordinated by the Infocitizen agent. The process of citizens migration involves communicating with the citizen’s regional office to update his status. More complicated tasks are for example: marriage and adopting a child. In the case of marriage, offices of both spouses shall be queried about the marital status and the status shall be updated with the new information [14].
The Infocitizen's technical architecture is based on the JAVA environment. The architecture is based on utilising a set of services. The services are combined at run-time when a business action is triggered [15].

Fig. 1. Logical structure of the Infocitizen architecture [15]

The technical architecture of the Infocitizen is organised in the following way: each public administration unit has its own InfoCitizen Service Interface running on its own IT infrastructure, the InfoCitizen Interoperability Agent is the central component of the InfoCitizen Platform. Agents are utilized on "as-needed" basis. Several agents can exist within the architecture. The structure of software components of the Infocitizen architecture is shown in Fig. 1. An administrative unit requests a service from an agent. The agent who responds to the request carries out all tasks, including getting any additional input from the citizen or administrative employee. The other components are: the services repository, the interface between the agent infrastructure and legacy systems in administration offices, and maintenance and development components [16].

4.3. Aiding interactions between governments and businesses

Relations between governments (or local governments) and business can be considered twofold [17]:

1) a company is a subject of administrative responsibilities (G2B relation),
2) multiple governments (or local governments) compete to make a company invest on their soil (B2G relation).

Applying a software agent to act as a proxy who contacts all regions to gather necessary information for a company would benefit both the company and the whole business environment. Companies can make their decision based on
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accurate and exhaustive data and local societies can compete between each other by making their regions more attractive for businesses. Local governments can even create coalitions with neighbouring societies from different countries to gain an attractive investor for the region. The “Euroregion”\textsuperscript{5} initiative is an example of cross-border cooperation of local governments within the EU. With software agents interactions between companies and local governments/societies can be independent of the administrative borders and of information systems frames. An agent can seek necessary resources in a heterogeneous environment.

Conclusions

Trying to integrate already decentralised administration structure would be a step back in the effort of making citizens’ and businesses’ flows easier. Applying an agent-ready framework, where citizens and businesses can set up a software agent to make their inquiries or perform their tasks is a compromise between the total centralisation and the autonomy of every country in managing their own systems. The most efficient vision of the government of the future is the vision of a single website where citizens and companies from any country belonging to a community (the European Union in the case of Europe) can do all government-related tasks regardless of their localisation and formal registration. The website should be accompanied by a single toll-free number where call-centre consultants can assist the user in solving all issues. The rules which apply to customer services in the government are not different from those which apply to businesses, as citizens are used to the customer service provided by businesses.

Considering government services from the angle of the three-tier software model, the single website (one-stop-shop) should provide integration of all government services at the presentation layer. User input shall be converted to a common data model for an agent which creates a task based on the provided data. Enabling more services in the manner applied in the Infocitizen project allows to achieve the desired interoperability level with preserving the autonomy off all countries in designing their administration. If the EU makes a requirement of extending all services to support the software agents infrastructure, countries can develop e-Government services according to their own visions constrained only by the single condition of the agent enablement.

A software agent can take over the role of an institution whose duty is to support companies when investing in a country. The agent can search for the best source of requested resources regardless of the country, which will enable internal competition and create a strong motivation to improve the business environment. The agent can perform the matchmaking of companies and regions
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in order to achieve maximal synergetic effect or proper alignment. Maximising properties of individual regions creates a bottom-up effect on the economic growth of the joined European economic space.
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